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The PlaDet Man. 

Professor Lockyer is of the opinion that human life on the 
planet Mars may be very much like human life on the earth. 
The light cannot be so bright, but the organs of sight may be 
so much more susceptible as to make the vision quite as 
good. The heat is pro ba bly less, as the polar snows certainly 
extend further, but by no means less in proportion to the 
lessened power of the solar rays. The professor agrees with 
others that several remarkable seas-including inland seas, 
some of them connected and some not connected by straits 
with still larger Reas-are now definable in the southern hem· 
isphere, in which, as in the case also with the earth, water 
seems to be much more widely spread than in the northern 
hemisphere. There is, for example, a southern Rea exceed· 
ingly like the Baltic in shape; and there is another and still 
more remarkable sea, now defined by the observation of 
many astronomers-one near the equator, a long straggling 
arm, twisting almost in the shape of an S laid on its back, 
from east to west, at least 1,000 mUes in length, and 100 
miles in breadth. 

.. , .. . 
DOM Invention DJ.eourace Labor 'I 

Burdette, of the Burlington Hawkeye, gravely remarks that 
it is a noticeable fact that the people in the prairie country of 
Iowa do more work than any other people in the West. This 
is because there is nothing about the top rail of a barbed 
wire fence that invites men to sit on it and talk politics 
while the grasshoppers get in the crops. 

••••• 
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omega of all precautions directed against infectious diseases Phy.leal Con.equenee. 01" Death. 

and epidemics consist in combating and destroying these or- While critically reviewing, m Nature, a very suggestive 
ganisms. though decidedly speculative volume entitled "Paradoxical 

C. Von Nilgeli, a Bavarian investigator of some repute, Philosophy" (a sequel to the" Unseen Universe," and evi
makes a decided objection to this theory, and offers a new dently by the same authors), the learned university profes
view, of great practical and hygienic importance. He retains sor of experimental physics at Cambridge, England, Prof. 
the idea that the smallest organisms (pike), fungi, are the J. Clerk Maxwell, takes occasion to discuss with character
cause of all infectious diseases, but he holds that only those istic acuteness the position of science with respect to the 
germs are dangerous and calculated to infect which enter physical consequences of death. He says: 
our organs of respiration with the air we breathe. This is "No new discoveries can make the argument against the 
the peculiarity of his theory. personal existence of man after death any stronger than it 

He considers, on the other hand, that infection through has appeared to be ever since men began to die, and no Ian
the unbroken skin, or through the digestive organs by means guage can express it more forcibly than the words of the 
of water or food, is impossihle. It cannot be denied that Psalmist: 'His breath goeth forth, he returneth to his earth; 
there are important reasons advanced to SUbstantiate this in that very day his thoughts perish. ' 
view. It is established that we often partake of great quan- ,. Physiology may supply a continually increasing I:umber 
tities of different kinds of fungi in our food without any in· of illustrations of thc dependence of our actions, mental as 
jury. well as bodily, on the condition of our material organs, but 

It is sufficient to mention the high game (have g!YO,t), none of these can render any more certain those facts about 
Roquefort cheese, vinegar pickles, and many other kinds of death which our earliest ancestors knew as well as ollr latest 
food enjoyed by whole classes of people. Bad drinking posterity can ever learn them . 
water, so much decricd as unsanitary, does not contain any .. Science has, indeed, made some progress in clearing 
products of decomposition other than those found in away the haze of materialism which clung so long to men's 
the above described foods. There are also examples in large notions about the soul, in spite of their dogmatic statements 
territories, as in the Karat, where the people are accustomed about its immateriality. No anatomist now looks forward 
throughout life to drink bad water exclusively, and yet infec- to being able to demonstrate my soul by dissecting it out of 
tious diseases are almost unknown among them. my pineal gland, or to determine the quantity of it by the 

If Von Nilgeli's theory should prove true and find gene- process of double ,weighing. The notion that the soul ex
ral acceptance, it would cause a total revolution in the prin· erts force-lingered longer. We find it even in the late Isaac 
ciples of public regimen and sanitation, and in their practi· Taylor's' Physical Theory of a Future State: It was ad· 

A NEW RATCHET DRILL. cal application. Then it would be no longer necessary to mitted that one body might set another in motion; but it 
The compact and useful tool shown in the accompanying trouble ourselves about the generation of products of decay was asserted that in every case, if we only trace the chain of 

engraving is made by the well known tool manufacturers, in masses of liquid, as in sewers, canals, damp soil, river and phenomena far enough back, we must come to a body set in 
Messrs. Pratt & Whitney, of Hartford, Conn. This ratchet spring waters. On the other side every means must be em· motion by the direct action of a soul. 
drill is contrived so that it will receive either twiRt drills or ployed to prevent these fungi diffusing through the air as a "It would be rash to assert that any experiments on living 
common drills. The handle is drop·forged of tough wrought result of the drying up of such decaying masses. beings have as yet been conducted with such precision as to 
iron; the spindle, of steel, has substantial ratch- account for every foot· pound of work done 
et teeth cut in its periphery, engaging with a by an animal in terms of the diminution of the 
pawl in the handle, which covers both pawl intrinsic energy of the body and its contents; 
and ratchet, and protects them from dirt. The but the principle of the conservation of en· 
steel feed screw is of large diameter and hoI· ergy has acquired so much scientific weight 
low; being hardened, it is not liable to injury during the last twenty years that no physio· 
in ordinary use. This arrangement gives the logist would feel any confidence in an experi· 
drill large capacity in small compass, the ment which showed a considerable difference 
length from the top of the feed screw to the between the work done by an animal and the 
bottom of the drill collet being only five balance of the account of energy received and 
inches. By transferring the collet and feed spent. 
screw, as arranged for right hand drilling, to "Science has thus compelled us to admit 
the opposite ends of the spindle, the ratchet that that which distinguishes a living body 
may be used for left hand drilling. This from a dead one is neither a material thing, 
feature will be appreciated by practical men. nor that more refined entity, a 'form of en· 

Each drill is provided with four sockets for ergy . '  There are methods, however, by 
adapting it to the various sizes of twist drills, which the application of energy may be di· 
and to the ordinary drill having a square rected without interfering with its amount. 
shank. The larger sockets are held in the Is the soul like the engine driver, who does 
spindle by a screwthread; the smaller sockets not draw the train himself, but, by means of 
are fitted to the larger ones, and may be forced certain valves, directs the course of the steam 
out by turning the feed scr.ew until it bears so as to drive the engine forward or backward, 
upon their inner end. The feed rod, when or to stop it? 
not in use, is placed in the handle and held " The dynamical theory of a conservative 
by a screw thread. material system shows us, however, that, in 

.. '., •. general, the present configuration and motion 
The Origin 01" Comet.. determines the whole course of the syRtem, 

In the exposition of his theory of the de- exceptions to this rule occurring only at the 
velopment of the solar system, Kant sup- instants when the system passes through cer· 
poses the comets to be formed from the mat. RENSHAW'S RATCHET DRILL. tain isolated and singular phases, at- which a 
ter of the condensing solar nebula. By him strictly infinitesimal force may determine the 
they were regarded as planets, which, in some way, had been These are, in a few words, the foundation of Nilgeli's new i course of the system to any one of a tinite number of equally 
thrown out of their normally circular orbits. Laplace, on theory, and its immediate result. The theory will meet with possible paths, as the pointsman at a railway junction di· 
the other hand, in his exposition of the nebular hypothesis, much opposition, and we cannot say we are pleased with the I reets the train to one set of rails or another. Professor B. 
took the ground that comets were formed from the matter prospects which its practical results offer, or threaten, we I Stewart has expounded a theory of this kind in his book on 
which is scattered through the stellar spaces, and that in might say. So far as we are aware, the facts are so strongly 'The Conservation of Energy: and MM. de St. Venant and 
their <?rigin they have no relation with the solar nebula. against the use of putrid water, that the attempt to use it Boussinesq have examined the corresponding phase of some 
Have we, in the accumulation of facts since the days of would be attended with too much danger to encourage it. As purely mathematical problems. 
Kant and Laplace, learned anything that may help us to de· chroniclers of the latest theories, true or false,which affect so "The science which rejoices in the name of 'Psycho. 
cide between these theories? Such is the inquiry proposed intimately the welfare of mankind, we feel bound to present physik ' has made considerable progress in the study of the 
by Prof. H. A. Newton, who, in a recent number of the its salient features. and recommend those who feel any special phenomena which accompany our sensations and voluntary 
American Journal of Science and Arts, considers: First, interest in the subject to procure the author's little book en· motions. We are taught that many of the processes which 
what peculiarities each of them requires in the shape and titled" Die niederen Pilze in ihren Beziehung zu den Infec- we suppose entirely under the control of our own will are 
distribution of the cometic orbits; and, second, compares tionskrankheiten." subject to the strictest laws of succession, with which we 
with the theories the facts that have been observed with reo .. , • , • have no power of interfering; and we are shown how to 
gam to the paths of 247 comets. The cometic paths are reo Lake Superior Copper. verify the conclusions of the science by deducing from it 
presented by the writer in two graphic curves, and when the In the counties of Houghton, Keweenaw, Ontonagon, and methods of physical and mental training for ourselves and 
resultR of actual observations are put into the same form, it Isle Royale, Michigan, 37 copper mines were in operation others. 
is at first found that the curve thus obtained differs from during 1878. The output exceeded by 20,000 tons the yield " Thus science strips off, one after the other, the more or 
both the theoretical ones. However, as the known comets of an� previous year. More than . half �he. en�ire product less gross materializations by which we endeavor to form an 
all have their perihelion (that part of their orbit nearest the came rom the Hecla & Calumet mme. h.ls mme employs objective image of the soul, till men of science, speculating 
sun) within the orbit of Mars, and are exposed to planetary I regularly about 2,000 men. a?d each successIve year shows a in their non·scientific intervals, like other men, on what 
disturbances, the author calculates the influence of these larger product. Last ycar It turned out 12,�00 tons of reo science may possibly lead to, have prophesied that we shall 
disturbances, and arrivl)S at the conclusion that the curve 

?ned copper, worth over $4,?O?,OOO. The �me was opened soon have to confess that the eoul is nothing else than a 
corresponding to the actual cometary paths is thus brought. ID 1868, and ha.s .already diVIded among Its shareholders· function of certain complex material systems. 
into good agreement with the theoretical curve deduced $14 ,650,000, retammg a surplus of $3,000,000 . "Men of science, however, are but men, and therefore oc· 
f • .1. • rom Laplace's hypotheRis, whereas it does not agree so well How to DI.ttn/lul.h Diamond.. 

casionally contemplate their souls from within. Those who, 
with that deduced from Kant's. It would seem, then, that M. Rabinet, of the French Academy of Sciences, gives like Du Bois.Reymond, cannot admit that sensation or con· 
the origin of comets must be placed in interstellar space. the following test for distinguishing colorless gems from sciousness can be a function of a material system, are led to 

• , • , • diamonds. If a person looks through a transparent stone at the conception of a double mind: 
New View 01" InCeetlon. any small object, such as the point of a needle, or a little " , On the one side the acting. inventing. unconscious, mao 

The theory that very small organisms, either vegetable or hole in a card. and sees two small points, or two small holes, terial mind, which puts the muscles into motion. and deter· 
animal, are the cause of all infectious diseases is very gene· I the stone is not a diamond All white colorless gems, with mines the world's history; this is nothing else but the me· 
rally accepted at the present day. It passes as established the exception of the diamond, make the object examined ap. I chanics of atoms. and is subject to the causal law; and, on 
and almost mathematically proven, becaUse this theory alone pear double; in other words. double refraction whenever eX' j the o�her side .. the �nactive,. conte.mplati�e, remembering, 
IS able to explain for us a series of phenomena that would hibited by a stone, is conclusive proof that it is not a dia. fanrymg, consCIOUS, Immatenal mmd, whICh feels pleasure 
otherwise be totally inexplicable. Hence the alpha and mond. and pain, love, and hate; this one lies outside of the me-
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chanics of matter, and cares nothing for cause and effect.' yers, clergymen, orators, statesmen, literati, and merchants, 1 tween the screens has been long or short. In a word. 
We might ask Prof. Du Bois-Reymond which of these when successful, are happy in their work without reference' the rod has only to be compared with a prepared scale in 
it is that does right or wrong, and knows that it is his act, ! to the reward, and work on in their callings long after the order to read alI the number of feet per second at which the 
and that he is responsible for it, but we must go on to the' necessity has ceased. Good fortune gives good health, Dr. shot has gone on its way, 
other view of the case, which Dr. Stoffkraft alludes to [in' Beard adds, and nearly all the money in the world is in the The pressure of the gases inside the gun as the shot is be
the volume under review]. i hands of brain workers, whose life is one long vacation. ing expelled is recorded by the crusher gauge, an American 

.. 'I feel myself compelled to believe,' says the learned No doubt t.here might be an over-cultivation of mind which, invention. This is a tiny pillar of copper placed loosely in 
Doctor, 'that all kinds of matter have their motions accom- so far from being recreative to the health of the body, would a tube, the end of which, made of steel, stands firm and fast, 
pallied with certain simple sensations. In a word, all matter be positively injurious, just as there was often a no less mis- no matter what the pressure; consequently the soft copper 
is, in some occult sense, alive.' chievous over-cultivation of muscular power. pillar, wben subjected to the action of the gas, gets com-

" This is what we may call the 'leveling up , policy. and .. .. I .. pressed, or crushed, and assumes something of a barrel shape. 
it has been expounded with great clearness by Prof. Von Preservlnlr Meats. The pillar and its case, being affixed to the base of the shot, 
N1igeli. He can draw no line across the chain of being, and In a series of lectures before the British Society of Arts, gets the full pressure of the gunpowder ga�es, and its length 
say that sensation and consciousness do not extend below, Dr. B. W. Richardson has been calling attention to putre afterward denotes how much this pressure has been. To se
that line. He cannot doubt that every molecule possesses, factive changes and the preservation of animal substances. cure more trustworthy pillars of the metal it is the practice 
something related, though distantly, to sensation, 'since each, One of the most remarkable of the many experiments malle to compress them first of all to a certain degree, to remove 
one feels the presence, the particular condition, the peculiar: by the lecturer was witq cyanogen gas. Dr. Richardson any honeycomb or imperfection, and, thus uniformly com
forces of the other, and, accordingly, has the inclination to . does not recommend this poisonous agent for the preserva pressed, they may be relied upon to record the strain with 
move, and under circumstances really begins to move-be-: tion of substances intended for food, but he calls attention accuracy. Comparison of the fired pillar with other pillars 
comes alive as it were. . . If, therefore, the molecules' to some of the striking results of the action of the gas. which have been subjected to known pressures, at once re
feel something which is related to sensation, then this must i "In my research," says Dr. Richardson," I used a satll- veals the degree of force to which the former has been sub
be pleasure if they can respond to attraction and repUlsion, • rated alcoholic solution. The mode of procedure was as jected in the gun. The maximum pressure, or strain, to 
that is, follow their inclination or disinclination; it must be '. follows: The specimens of beef and mutton, two pounds which the 80 ton gun should be subjected is set down as 25 
displeasure if they are forced to execute some opposite I each, were placed in glass jars, the jars were charged with tons on the square inch, and it is with the aid of thi� crusher 
movement, and it must be neither pleasure nor displeasure coke vapor, and, when quite ready, a measured quantity of gauge that the strain exerted in the various experiments has 
if they remain at rest.' I the alcoholic solution of cyanogen was introduced from a been ascertained. 

"Prof. V on N1igeJi must have forgotten his dynamics, or graduated syringe. The stopper of the jar was immediately .. .. I • 
he would have remembered that the molecules, like the I inserted, firmly secured, and closely sealed down. After The Progress of' Dentistry. 

planets, move along like blessed gods. They cannot be dis- ! many experiments I found that thirty minims of the alco- Some hopeful results in the practice of dental grafting 
turbed from the path of their choice by the action of any I holic solution of the gas was the sufficient measure for the have been recently brought to the notice of the French 
forces, for they have a constant and perpetual will to render 

I 
p.erfect �esult of preventing putrefactive change. Of thirty. Academy by MM. David and Magitot. Two principal forms 

to every force precisely that amount of deflection which is ' SIX specimens sent out, on a return voyage all came back. of s"ch grafting are distinguished-the graft by restitution 
due to it. Their condition must, therefore, be one of un- I completely preserved. Of the same number of specimens I and the graft by borrowing. In the former a tooth is reim
mixed and unbroken pleasure. ! retained at home in a room heated up to 84° Fahr., all re- planted, after having been extracted with a view to certain 

"But even if a man were built up of thinking atoms, ! mained in like manner free of putrefactive change. When operations, which would be impracticable in the mouth. M, 
would the thoughts of the man have any relation to the' a specimen so preserved is taken out of the jar it is found David has adopted this method for rectifying the direction 
thoughts of the atoms? Those who try to account for men- ! to be free of any taint of putrefaction. There is no escape of teeth, for treatment of caries in the extracted tooth and 
tal processes by the combined action of atoms do so, not by : of gas from the bottle; there is no change of color; there is periostitis, and for stopping, also for facilitating operations 
the thoughts.of .the atoms, but by th�i� motions. . . . I no unnatural softness and. ",0 unnat?ral h.ardn�ss of t.he on another tooth, or in another part of the mouth. The 

" Personality IS often spoken of as If It were another name' structure. The only peculiarity that IS noticed IS a famt consolidation of the tooth restored to its socket occurs gen
for the continuity of consciousness as reproduced in memory, odor of the cyanogen, which lasts ev.en after exposure of erally on the tenth or twelfth day. In cases of periostitis 
but it is impossible to deal with personality as if it were the structure to the air for a long time. Exposed to the air, the process is somewhat slower. In the graft by borrowing, 
something objective that we could reason about .. My the meat retains its freshness as long as fresh lIesh does, and a sound tooth may be substituted for a decayed one. As re
knowledge that I am is quite independent of my recollection after it has been cooked it is preserved much longer than gards transplantation from the lower animals, of course no 
that I was, and also of my belief that, for a certain number i ordinarily cooked fresh meat. Two sp�cimens of meat, o�e zoological species has hitherto furnished teeth similar to ours 
of years, I have never ceased to be. But as soon as we plunge i of beef, the other of mutton, after bemg preserved by thiS in form, dimensions, color, etc. Still, sound roots (from a 
into the abysmal depths of personality we get beyond the' plan, and after making the return voyage, were cooked by lower animal) may be SUbstituted for bad ones, and may 
limits of science, for all science, and, indeed, every form of roasting, and were placed in a larder by the side of other! serve as a solid base for pivoted artificial teeth. The trans
human speech, is about objects capable of being known by specimens of beef and of mutton of the same size which' plantation from one human being to another would generally 
the speaker and the hearer. Whenever we pretend to talk had been cooked, but in no other way treated. When these I invoh-e objectionable mutilation. But sound teeth may be 
about the subject we are really dealing with an object under last were entirely changed, and were covered with mould, utilized for the graft when their extraction has become 
a false name, for the first proposition about the SUbject, the cyanogen specimens were as fresh as ever. I replaced otherwise necessary. A tooth may be transposed from one 
namely, 'I am,' cannot be used in the same sense by any two the changed pieces by others freshly cooked, and when again part of the mouth to another. Practicing the dental graft 
of us, and therefore can never become part of science at all. these were decom�osing, the cyanogen s?ecimens continued by restitution, M. Magitot has operated in sixty-two cases, 

"The progress of science, therefore, so far as we have I good. After keepiDg these cooked specimens eleven days, and fifty-seven of these have been decided cures-a success 
been able to follow it, has added nothing of importance to, and finding that they. no longer gave forth the odor of cya- amounting to ninety-two per cent. 
what has always been known about the physical conse-I nogen, I fed a dog With some of the mutton, and, as he was .... , • 
quences of death, but has rather tended to deepen the dis- ! uninjured, I breakfasted myself on the remainder. The The History of' Diphtherla. 

tinction between the visible part, which perishes before our i m�at had been throug� an extreme test-a return voyage to It is often said that diphtheria is of modern origin, a pen· 
eyes, and that which we are ourselves, and to show that this RIO, exposure � o the all' uncooked for th�ee days, and expo- alty for the unsanitary conditions of modern civilization. 
personality, with respect to its nature as well. as to its des- sure after cookmg for eleven days-yet It ate as naturally Dr. Mackenzie, senior physician to the Hospital for Throat 
tiny, lies quite beyond the range of science." as if it had been killed two days only, and cooked but a few' and Chest Diseases, in London, finds the disease to be a very 

.... , .. hours. All I can report about it as peculiar is that it had a ancient one. The first description of it occurs in the writ-
Health and Recreation. very slight bitterness, like the bitterness which is tasted ings of an Indian physician, a contemporary of Pythagoras. 

Dr. B. W. Richardson, F.R.S., in a recent lecture, at the sometimes in eating pheasant. It was the taste of cyanogen He next identities it with "askara," a fatal epidemic fre
London Institution, on "Health and Disease," took the in an extremely diluted form. In some natural meats, in! quently mentioned in the Talmud. In the seventeenth cell· 
ground that there was no difference other than one of sen- I the flesh of the pheasant specially, the same taste is com-! tury diphtheria was widely prevalent in Europe, and exten' 
timent between work and recreation, which latter he held to ' manly present." I sively fatal. In 1802 Dr. Cullen, of Edinburgh, seems to have 
be a question of sentiment altogether both in the young and .. • • , • I described the disease under the name of cynallc!te trac,healia/ 
old. It had always struck him that in the short and bri!- How the Velocity of' Cannon Shot is Measured. and in 1826 Bretonneau's classical work appeared. 
liant bloom of Greek history the reason why such excel- The initial velocity of a shot, or, in other words, the rapid-: " After this," writes Dr. Mackenzie, "the disease seems to 
lence, physical anrl intellectual, was attained was the cir- ity with which a projectile flies at the outset of its career, is: have passed from the minds of English physicians and its 
cumstance that from the beginning to the end of the Greek's now measured at W:oolwich by an electrical instrument, the I very existence to have been almost forgotten." From such 
career there was no such thing as work or play, but only invention of Major Le Boulenge, a Belgian officer. As in the forgetfulness the medical profession was thoroughly aroused 
life. If by some grand transformation we could in our day case of other instruments of a like nature, the shot is made : by the great epidemic of the years 1858-9, since which time 
approach this ideal handed down to us by history, we should, to break through two wire screens, placed at some distance diphtheria has not appeared in England with anything like 
in a generation or two, attain a degree of health which no from one another. The interval is usually about 100 feet. the same malignancy. 
mere sanitary provi8ions in the usual sense of the term can The screen is simply a wooden framework with fine wires -----_ ..... 4H.t-II_._-----

ever supply. Perhaps our climate and other conditions of zigzagging across, and it is these fine wires which the shot PATENTS PERTAINING TO THE HOUSEHOLD; 
life rendered a joyousness like that of Greece at its best un- ! cuts. One screen is near the muzzle of the gun, and the An improvement in the class of clothes driers having 
realizable here. To the drawbacks of our heavy clothing in l ather at the distance. we have mentioned. No. lscre"en is in radial arms for supporting the line, invented by Mr. R. E. 
winter and our gross food at all seasons is added the unequal, connection with an electro-magnet in the instrument house, I Rye, of Mount Pleasant, Mich., prov ides a means of easily 
struggle for existence, dooming millions to a monotonous I and No.2 screen with a second, the two magnets hanging: raising or lowering the frame that supports the line. 
round of toil, until the whole body lends itself to the drudg- close together. While the wires in front of the screen are: A novel pounder or washing machine, which presses the 
ery like an automaton, the movements of which the mind perfect, an electric current passes without interruption, and clothes alternately in opposite directions, is the invention of 
fretfully follows with little hope of any earthly relief. The the electro-magnets in connection with them are endowed L. C. White and G. M. Walton, of Cleaveland Mills, N. C. 
most striking exception was the small but happy class who with power, but this power ceases as soon as the shot cuts! Mr. F. Mohr, of New York city, has invented a platform 
find in mental labor of a varied and congenial sort that di- the wires of the screen. Before the gun is fired there is sus-I rocking chair whose oscillations are limited by a novel ar
versity of work which is truly a recreation of the healthy pended to the magnets two rods of iron, which remain, how- I rangement of an arm and rubber covered stop pin. 
and vital powers. Dr. Beard, of New York, had found that ever, only so long as the magnets are magnets. When the: A dishpan having a hinged cover and a drainer combined, 
the life-value of 500 men of the greatest mental activity- shot is fired, No. !screen is torn, and down falls the rod sus- ! in a novel and convenient way, has been patented by Mr. J. 
poets, philosophers, men of science, inventors, politicians, pended to No. 1 magnet; an instant afterward, when the: F. Hutchinson, of Portland, Me. 
musicians, actors, and orators-to be 64 years. On compar- shot has reached No.2 screen, No.2 magnet also loses its I • • • , • 

ing this average with that of an equal number belonging to virtue, and down falls the second rod. The time between. Progress of'Steam Engine Economy. 
. 

the rest of society, he found the latter to be but 50 years. the faIling of the two rods is so small, that ere the first has With Smeaton's early Newcomen engines the consumptIOn 
In both instances the selection was made from th')se who fallen half its length the second has dropped upon a trigger, I of coal was 29'76 lbs. per hour per horse power. After
had reached 20 years of age. A later calculation gave for which trigger darts and strikes the side of No.1 rod. When ward, as improved, 17·61bs. 
100 brain workers 70 years of life. Among the causes for the latter is picked up, the first thing is to examine the sur- I In 1811 the Cornish pumping engine required 10·871bs. 
this difference of 14 or 20 years in favQr of judiciously va- face for the mark of the trigger, for the position of this mark, ' per hour per horse power; in 1842 the improvements had 
ried brain work, Dr. Richardson and others had ascertained whether high or low, tells the operator what he wants to reduced it to 2'90 Ibs. 
the most influential to be the recreative character of intel- know. The rod, being of a given weight, always takes the i In 1863 the best marine engi�es consumed 4 Ibs. of coal 
lectual labor .. Brain work Dr. Beard describes as the high- I same time to fall, and according whether it has fallen half or I per hour per horse power, but ID 1872 only 2'11 Ibs. was reo 
est of all antidotes to worry. Scientists, physicians, law- . quarter its len�h, so t4e time taken by the shot to travel be· quired 
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